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In the modern world most of us are so drawn to comparisons
and superlatives - Who is better? and What is best? that we too rarely find ourselves asking,
What is good?

Francis A. Allen, j.D. Cornell College,
LLB. Northwestern, A.B. Cornell College,

Edson R. Sunderland Professor Emeritus of Law
and Dean Emeritus of the Law School

Anyone seeking a definition of the good in American legal education could hardly do
better than read the statements that follow, written by young teachers recently added to
the faculty of the Michigan Law School. These young people speak in very different
voices and thus display a broad spectrum of style and personality What is fascinating,
however, is that despite the writers' diversities of articulation, background, and
experience, they display striking uniformities in the interests and convictions they
express. These are young people committed to the fields they cultivate and to which they
have already made important contributions. It is always invigorating to encounter a
group of persons of any age excited by what they are doing and not-so-secretly
convinced that what they do is of the greatest possible importance. Another common
strand is their dedication to teaching. One of the current cliches of higher education is
the assertion of an irreconcilable conflict between the active pursuit of scholarship and
great teaching. Those holding to this popular misconception could well note the deep
respect for their students expressed by these young scholars and the efforts they are
expending in the students' behalf.
A faculty containing a group of highly talented young teachers, broadly experienced
and committed to academic goals, is an important part of the good in university
education. But it is not the entire definition. The grand strategy of all great educational
institutions is to create environments in which the total is greater than the sum of the
parts. There is nothing fanciful or paradoxical about this. The effort is to create an
atmosphere in which individual faculty members contribute knowledge, insights, and
enthusiasm to a common fund, from which all members may derive support,
stimulation, and strengthened purpose. Such a goal is not achieved overnight, nor is it
reached by accident. What is required is a special kind of collegiality
In speaking of collegiality, I am not referring to social compafability, although
frequent and rewarding social contacts among the faculty play an important role. I am
referring, instead, to what may be called an intellectual collegiality - an atmosphere
congenial to the development of young talent and one which provides to all faculty
members benefits not likely to be available to persons functioning in isolation. I believe
that it is more than institutional bias and affection that leads me to say that no other law
school has been more successful throughout the years in maintaining such a collegiality
than the University of Michigan Law School.
Young faculty members, who are among the principal beneficiaries of such an
institutional environment, also play a crucial role in developing and maintaining it. The
plain fact is that they know many things not known by older faculty members, and often
possess a more accurate instinct for present realities. It is at least possible, on the other
hand, that the older members have contributions to make to the young. On occasion, for
example, they may be able to convince a young scholar that it is not necessary that he or
she reinvent the wheel.
It would be irresponsible to ignore the fact that there are today new and serious
difficulties in maintaining this aspect of the good in legal education. The terrain has
greatly altered since I became a law teacher soon after the end of the second world war.
The society that surrounds the universities has drastically changed. Legal education is
today a larger, more complex, more pluralistic enterprise. Legal scholarship is broader,
more ambitious, and more competitive than in the past. Students bring to us different
and more perplexing needs. It follows that maintaining the intellectual collegiality that
constitutes so much of the good in university education will demand greater, more
conscious and sustained efforts than in years gone by It is of great importance that these
efforts succeed, for the interests of faculty, students, and alumni are strongly implicated.
The following pages provide basis for optimism. Most persons will find it difficult to read
the comments of our young faculty and still doubt that the challenges will be met at the
University of Michigan Law School.
- Francis A. Allen
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Jose E. Alvarez
Professor of Law

At present I am engaged in a gargantuan, some
would say impossible, task: to synthesize in one,
hopefully readable, volume of 12 chapters the law of
international organizations.
Thanks to a semester-long sabbatical, the first in seven years
of full time teaching, I am nearly halfway there. Five chapters
now cover "international institutional law" and deal with such
issues as whether international organizations (such as the
organizations of the U.N. system or the European Union) can
sue and be sued, enter into contracts and treaties, expansively
"reinterpret" their constitutions, have legal personality respected

Eric Stein,]. D. University
of Michigan Law School,
J.U.D. Charles University, Prague,
Hessel E. Yntema Professor
of Law Emeritus

'1ose Alvarez has brought to
the Law School international
program an extraordinary
combination of skills and
interests: Thorough grounding
in theory (Harvard, Oxford,
First Class Honors), six years
experience on the firing line of
legal diplomacy, negotiating
investment treaties and
facilitating American
companies' claims before the
U.S.-Iran Claims Tribunal, an
extensive stint in teaching,
rich professional and scholarly
links to the United Nations
and other national and
international organizations,
and last but not least a
heritage in Spanish culture
and language with a natural
interest in Latin America. A
sympathetic teacher, warm and
cooperative faculty colleague
and prodigious scholar cited in
national media."
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both internationally and under domestic law, and enjoy
privileges and immunities. Next up: chapters assessing
international organizations' techniques for "law-making,"
including tools for standard-setting, facilitation with compliance,
and enforcement. Finally, I hope to address the "bigger picture":
the difference these organizations make from a broader
(incluqing jurisprudential) perspective.
Why do it? Because my students have convinced me that
such a book is needed. And because, even though any eventual
book will not be a bestseller, these issues are likely to be of
considerable import over the coming decades. Global
institutions have accompanied the increasing internationalization of commerce, security and human rights, yet few of us,
least of all policymakers, have come to terms with the rules by
which these institutions govern themselves and even less with
the rules that might govern these institutions. As this suggests,
my book is aimed at three audiences: students of international
law, practitioners, and fellow academics.
I hope to render organizational achievements and flaws a bit
more transparent, while addressing fundamental questions their
operations raise. Do institutions like the World Trade
Organization or the International Labor Organization make a
difference to the degree of states' compliance with rules
governing trade or labor rights respectively? International
lawyers like to think so but would a political realist agree?
If organizational processes make a difference to how nations
(and individuals) behave, how do they do so? Are the rules
these organizations help to promulgate or enforce similar to
those that Grotius (arguably the first international lawyer) wrote
about in the early 17th century? Are they the kind of rules the
drafters of the U.S. Constitution had in mind when they wrote
its supremacy clause or the treaty clause in article II, section
2(2)? Can we afford to leave such organizations essentially in the
hands of the executive branches of governments or should this
"new world order" of dynamic processes for international
lawmaking be subject to other checks and balances? (See, in this
connection, Law Quadrangle Notes, Vol. 39, No. 1, at 40, and
Vol. 37, No. 3, at 40.)
Although I am trying to convey what I have for years taught,
writing the book has been far more rewarding (and daunting)
than I had anticipated. I am learning, with humility, how little I
really know about a subject I have taught for 13 years (including
five years as an adjunct professor at Georgetown). There are
greater risks associated with this project than with respect to my
usual law review articles on more manageable topics, such as the
role of judges in the International Court of Justice and in the
war crimes tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia. (See 90 American

Kathleen A. Wilson,
Third-Year Law Student

"Jose Alvarez is a dynamic
teacher who brings an
enormous amount of energy to
the classroom and to the
international law program
more generally. He works hard
to foster students' enthusiasm
for international law, and
devotes an unusually generous
amount of time to student
projects such as the Michigan
journal of International Law

and the Jessup International
Moot Court competition. As a
teacher, he continually pushes
students to consider traditional
principles of international law

journal of International Law 1 [1966] and 7 European]oumal of
International Law 245 [1996].) My task is especially challenging
because it demands crossing "public" and "private" divides
within my field and compels forays into others, including "nonlegal" specialties. It also requires the patience to deal with restive
organizations that refuse to stand still long enough for their
picture to be taken.
I have no idea as yet whether the entire project will jell. Nor
do I know how successful other on-going projects will be such as planning next year'.s annual meeting of the American
Society of International Law or a new course this fall, with my
colleague John Jackson, dealing with "compliance with
international law."
Scholarship and teaching involve such risk-taking. It is what
makes them so intoxicatingly attractive.

in light of contemporary
Jose E. Alvarez,
J.D. Harvard,
B.A. Oxford; A.B. Harvard

developments in scholarship
and state practice,
e.g., the impact of feminism on
international law. As a mentor,
he encourages students to think
creatively about a wide range
of career options through
which they can pursue their
interest in international law."
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Sherman J. Clark
Assistant Professor
of Law
James Boyd White,
LLB., A.M. Harvard, A.B. Amherst
College,
L Hart Wright Collegiate Professor
of Law and
Professor of English

"In a profession particularly

subject to the vice of
narrowness, Sherman combines
remarkable intellectual acuity,
a real sense of the practical,
and a deep ethical interest.
In a rare and intense way he
brings his whole mind to bear
on what he thinks about. He is
widely and deeply read, and
accordingly has a vision of legal
education not as merely
technical training, but as a true
education of mind and
character, for himself and for
his students. In addition and it seems almost unfair that
there should be anything more
-

he is a gifted and articulate

speaker, able to bring his ideas
and understandings into public
form, and a master of tact to
boot. As one of my colleagues
said to me, 'Whenever I hear
Sherman speak, on any
occasion, it makes me proud
that I teach at this Law School."'

6

Having completed my first year of teaching, I am,
if possible, more enthusiastic about the Michigan Law School
than I was a year ago when I arrived. My colleagues on the
faculty, the administration, and the alumni have welcomed me
with open arms and have made me feel completely at home.
I reserve the largest measure of my enthusiasm, however, for
the students of this law school. They are as interesting and
intelligent a group of individuals as one could ever hope to
meet. Moreover, they are on the whole a tremendous group of
human beings.
I have had the opportunity to teach in a variety of
circumstances: a first year section of torts, a large section of
evidence, and a small seminar on political philosophy In each
arena, I found my students to be receptive, energetic and
extraordinarily capable. Teaching for the first time can be an
intimidating experience, but is also exhilarating. I found that
my students welcomed my energy, and more than rewarded my
preparation. Along with the substantive material, I feel
(at least I hope) that I was able to communicate some sense of
my excitement about the study of law.
One thing does concern me, however. I truly enjoyed law
school as a student, and I love working in this environment, but
many students do not share my enthusiasm about the process.
Too many students find law school to be stressful and
disorienting, rather than primarily stimulating and engaging.
The formal literature on legal education, as well as my own
conversations with those at other schools, confirm my sense that
this state of affairs is hardly unique to Michigan. Law students
generally experience high levels of psychological stress and even
depression. Why is this the case? Must it be so?

THE U NIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN L AW S CHOOL

Sherman J. Clark,
J.D. Harvard,
B.S. Towson State University

Charles E. Duross, J.D. '96

"Professor Clark loves to
teach. He enjoys knowledge
and insight for their own
sakes, and enjoys imparting his
knowledge to his students and
instilling in them that same
desire for understanding. He is
at his best when engaging a
student about the law, whether
in a lecture hall, a seminar
room, or his office."

No doubt, much of the stress experienced by students is the
inevitable effect of setting out upon a new and challenging task.
The study of law is not only difficult; it is difficult in ways for
which students are not always prepared. But I am not prepared
to throw up my hands. I am convinced that we can do more to
reach out to our students - to help them get the most out of
what should be a satisfying and engaging experience.
I have come to believe that perhaps the single biggest cause
of confusion and disorientation among law students is that they
often do not see what we as teachers are trying to accomplish.
What are we looking for? Why are we "hiding the ball?" We are
quite good at telling students what law school is not, as in
"law school is not about memorizing cases and statutes."
Unfortunately, we are less adept at telling them, and others,
what law school is or ought to be. I believe that students will get
more out of the law school experience to the extent that we as
teachers of law continue to strive to articulate to them a
compelling and coherent vision of legal education. Why do we
teach the things we teach in the way we teach them? What do
we offer our students?

Along with several more focused projects, my ongoing
intellectual goal is to articulate and bring to life such a vision. I
am convinced that the key - the thing we should seek above
all else to teach - is the habit of mind which Dean Lehman
describes as sympathetic engagement. It is the moral and
intellectual act of fully and truly understanding the person with
whom you are trying to come to terms, whether that be a judge
in a particular case, an adversary in negotiation, or a colleague
in deliberation. This is my grail. Through my writing, as in my
classroom teaching, I hope most of all to make the power of
sympathetic engagement real to my students. What is it,
precisely? How is it done? Must it be so unsettling? And, most
critically, what makes this particular skill so central to the
successful student and practice of law? My aim as a teacher is to
share with my students the ways in which legal education, by
fostering this habit of mind, can not only prepare one for the
practice of law, but can make as well for a richer civic and
intellectual life.
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Assistant
Professor of Law
I joined the faculty here at Michigan in 1993. During
the past three years, I have taught Administrative Law and Torts.
I have also taught seminars in related areas, including "Products
Liability," "Collective Action," and "Costs and Benefits." This
academic year, I again am teaching Administrative Law, as well
as a seminar, "Advanced Topics in Administrative Law." From a
teaching standpoint, torts and administrative law make for a
nice combination, allowing me to teach both first-year and
upper-level courses and to benefit from students' perspectives on
two very different legal institutions with overlapping functions.
Naturally, the classes I teach reflect the areas of research and
writing that interest me most. On the torts side, almost all of my
scholarship has focused on products liability With Jon Hanson
of the Harvard Law School, I have co-authored several articles
that enter the products liability debate. Our most recent work,
which appeared last year in the Harvard Law Review, explores
the insurance implications of tort damages for pain and
suffering. In it, we challenge a conventional wisdom among
most products liability scholars - that tort damages for pain
and suffering undermine tort laws insurance goal - by trying
to bring a fresh theoretical perspective to that issue. Sometime
next year, Jon and I will continue to explore questions about
alternative theoretical perspectives by publishing a piece that
addresses certain methodological issues implicated in some of
the law-and-economics scholarship on products liability
On the administrative law side, much of my work has
focused on the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA), an
interesting if sometimes overlooked statute that governs agency
solicitation of policy advice from certain groups composed of
non-government personnel. The FACA' s applicability raises
intriguing questions that have made news in the last couple of
years, first in connection with the White House's Health Care
Reform Task Force, and again in the context of the recent
controversy between environmentalists and the lumber industry
in the Pacific Northwest. In an article recently appearing in the
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Third-Year Law Student
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Steven P. Croley,
J.D. Yale, M.A. Princeton,
A.B. University of Michigan
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Administrative Law journal, I try to provide agencies and courts
with a set of criteria that aid understanding of the FACA's
uncertain scope. Later next year, William Funk of the Lewis &:
Clark Northwestern School of Law and I will publish an article,
based on a report done originally for the Administrative
Conference of the United States, that provides a comprehensive
overview of the FACA and offers several suggestions for
improving its interpretation, administration, and
implementation.
My largest ongoing research project in the administrative law
area aims to connect some of the theoretical scholarship on
regulation (mostly by economists and political scientists) with
some of the legal-doctrinal scholarship on administrative
procedure (mostly by legal academics). The animating premise
of this project is that the theoretical and doctrinal literatures on
administrative regulation need each other, notwithstanding that
they largely ignore one another. Theories of regulation not
connected to existing legal institutions and practices lack realworld bite, while proposals for reforming the legal rules of
administrative decisionmaking not embedded in some broader
understanding of the administrative state lack foundation.
I hope to show what the social-science and legal-doctrinal
literatures imply about each other, and what the most fruitful
future work on administrative regulation might look like.
While I have concentrated on products liability and
administrative law and regulation, my interests have at times led
me into other areas. In recent years, I have written about
legislator behavior, the constitutional-theoretical implications of
state systems of judicial selection, and, with my colleague john
Jackson, dispute resolution in the World Trade Organization.
Currently, my colleague Kyle Logue and I are working on an
article on insurance regulation that considers whether insurance
is best regulated (assuming it should be regulated at all) at the
state level, the federal level, or somewhere in between.
I have found Michigan to be an extremely friendly research
environment. Several ongoing workshops and discussion groups
provide many opportunities to get feedback on works in
progress. At least as importantly, my colleagues here are always
ready to talk ideas, in the halls or over lunch. In fact, I like to
think that my sometimes-wandering interests owe much more
to my intellectual climate than to a short attention span. With so
many colleagues working on a wide variety of topics from a
range of methodological approaches, new interests are hard to
resist. In any event, Michigan is a great place to teach and to
write, and I am proud to be a part of it.

Christina L.B. Whitman,
j.D., M.A., B.A. University
of Michigan, Professor of Law and
Professor of Women's Studies

"Steve Croley is a wonderful
colleague, a person of astute
perception and great good
humor. He is also full of
surprises. Superficially
appearing to be reserved, he
has turned out to be an
original and creative teacher,
even a bit of a showman in the
classroom. His scholarship
surprises, too. Steve skillfully
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Assistant
Professor of Law
I feel terrifically lucky: I love my job. I enjoy
scholarship, teaching, advising students, and even my
administrative responsibilities. Each component of my career as
a Michigan Law School faculty member allows me to think
deeply about theory, practice, law and education - all
prominent among what matters most to me.
I write and teach about tort law, legal theory and legal ethics.
In my scholarship, I usually draw upon my knowledge of both
law and philosophy - a field in which I hold a doctorate.
Bringing philosophy to bear on law deepens our grasp of legal
issues; rooting philosophy in law keeps the analysis relevant to
live human concerns. In my most recent publication, "Harm and
Money: Against the Insurance Theory of Tort Compensation,"
I attack the leading scholarly theory opposed to tort recovery for
pain and suffering, arguing that it relies on an impoverished idea
of human welfare. I claim that an Aristotelian notion of
flourishing better captures both our ordinary and traditional
legal thoughts about well-being and justifies awarding tort
victims damages for pain and suffering. Given the last
decades legislative efforts to cap such damages, I wanted to
remind myself - and others - of their moral and practical
significance.
In my other major articles, I have explored the relationship
between legal analysis and ethical deliberation; the connection
between the scientific approach to information about causation
and mass exposure tort litigation; and the availability of genuine
objectivity in legal judgment.
I experience an ongoing interplay between research and
teaching. For example, after teaching first-year torts for two
years, I became eager to investigate, in the classroom, broader
economic, ethical, political and historical issues relevant to torts
generally and to particular, specialized areas of tort law.
I designed a new course, Advanced Torts: Theory and Practice.
I have offered it twice, each time starting with scholarly and
theoretical materials and then examining mass exposure
litigation, workers' accident law from the nineteenth century to
the present, and defamation. Both of my torts-related
publications benefited greatly from the sophisticated exchanges
I had with my Advanced Torts students.
Michigan Law School students delight me. Whether in first
year torts, a small legal ethics seminar, or the quite demanding
upper-level torts course, the students display dedication,
intelligence and willing eagerness to meet a challenge. In every
class, I try to engineer extremely rigorous dialogue. One of my
favorite results is when a student says to me, as one did, almost
verbatim, "I never thought I would like speaking in class, and I
usually don't. But in your class, I get so absorbed, I find myself
talking before I realize what I'm doing." Then I know that I have
succeeded in my primary aspiration as an educator: to engage
and excite students first delving into their chosen field.
10
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Scott Llewellyn,
Third-Year Law Student

"Professor Heidi Li Feldman's class is like the Marine Corps:
demanding and challenging, incredibly rewarding daily and even
more so in hindsight, it inspires near cult-like devotion (though
fewer tattoos) in those who survive. Hyperbole (slight) aside,
Professor Feldman's excellence in teaching is a product of and
demonstrated by her unmatched preparation of both materials
and classes, her constant innovation in the presentation of
materials, the respect she has for her students, their views, and
their abilities, and the cookies and other treats she occasionally
provides to lighten some rather glum Ann Arbor days."

Heidi Li Feldman,
J.D. University of Michigan
Law School, Ph.D. Michigan,
B.A.Brown

Terrance Sandalow,J.D., A.B.
University of Chicago, Edson R.
Sunderland Professor of Law and
former Dean of the Law School

"As a student in several of my
classes, Heidi added so much to
the quality of class discussion
that I was sorely tempted to
fail her as a way of keeping
her around. Now that she's a
member of the f acuity It has also been fulfilling to work with students individually,

whether supervising independent study, using their research
assistance or counseling them on how to cope with law school
or ·approach the job search. In these situations, I become
acquainted with my students at a deeper level. What I learn
makes me excited that they will be among the people who will
strongly affect their communities and beyond. When Michigan
Law students probe tough issues, complex ideas and important
life choices, they consistently show thoughtfulness, curiosity
and enthusiasm.
Finally, a word about faculty administration: While this is
officially the drudgery of an academics job - and admittedly it
can be dreary - I nonetheless regularly find that through
working with my colleagues on matters such as faculty hiring or
setting educational policy, I learn. Together, we shape the Law
School, the institution that makes my scholarship and teaching
possible. It gratifies me to give back to the place that gives me
so much.
Lest it seem that I lack interests outside the legal academy,
I will conclude by sharing my most cherished dream. I want to
do the alley-oop with Shaquille O'Neal. (Basketball fans everywhere know what I mean.) I'm realistic, though - I plan to
pass to Shaq, and he'll do the dunk. I informed my Winter 1996
Advanced Torts students of this ambition. They kindly drafted a
letter to the sportscaster Marv Albert, explaining, as only lawyers
can, why he should convince Shaq to cooperate in the dream.
We haven't heard from Marv yet. Help from Law Quadrangle
Notes readers welcome.

probably a more sensible way
of keeping her here -

the

intellectual vitality that made
her so valuable as a student

has contributed greatly to the
intellectual life of the f acuity.
At f acuity meetings and in
workshops, we've come to
count on her for comments and
questions that are both
interesting and penetrating."
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Sharan Suri,
Second-Year Law Student

"Intelligent, warm, respected
and respectful, confident yet
modest, Professor Hammer is
one hundred percent
professional and one of the
best teachers at this law
school. It is refreshing to see a
faculty member so young and
so accomplished master the art
of commanding hard work
from his students by treating
them like the adults they are
and the professionals they
will soon be."

Peter J. Hammer,

J.D. University of Michigan
Law School,

Ph.D. Michigan,
B.A. Gonzaga
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l@(§f llfoi,JfrMI
Assistant
Professor of Law

For me, this job combines a commitment
to teaching, a commitment to research and a commitment to
public service. When done right, these activities will overlap
and complement each other, which is a large part of the fun.
Education and learning involve the continual discovery of
interrelationships. Magic in the classroom occurs when students
discover these patterns for themselves. Successful research takes
place with the discovery and careful exposition of similar sets of
interconnections.
I teach courses in antitrust law, contracts and health care.
The antitrust course involves the study of how markets function.
The contracts course examines how private parties reach
agreements, and what types of agreements should be enforced.
My seminar, "Health Care: The Firm, the Market and the law,"
is largely devoted to examining how contracts, markets, and
firms are really different instruments designed to accomplish the
same objective, and then exploring with the students the
implications of this lesson for law and policy in the context of
modern health care markets.
My current research is closely related to the topics covered in
the seminar. My most recent work, "An Evaluation of Physician
and Hospital Proposals for Antitrust Reform: Arrow, Coase and
the Changing Structure of the Firm in Emerging Health Care
Markets," looks at proposals to reform federal antitrust laws.
The piece develops a framework in which to assess when nonmarket interventions in medical markets might be appropriate,
applies the framework to antitrust reform proposals, and
ultimately rejects physician and hospital reforms that would
permit greater levels of provider cooperation in medical markets.
The modem trend of integrating physician services, hospital
services and medical insurance into a single economic entity is
defended as a rational Coasian reformation of the firm. Vigorous
antitrust enforcement is advocated as a means of counteracting
the incentives that integrated health care providers may have to
under-provide medical care.

Jeffrey S. Lehman, ].D./M.P.P.
University of Michigan,
A.B. Cornell, Dean of the
Law School and Professor
of Law and Public Policy

"Peter was a spectacular
addition to our faculty. He
combines a powerfully
analytical mind with
extraordinarily broad interests.
I have never before known
someone who, in a single
conversation, can offer
original insights into antitrust
law, health policy, and
international economic
development. It is no wonder
his students adore him!"

In addition to health care, I have a strong interest in issues
relating to Cambodian law and development. I have participated
in a number of different Cambodian law reform programs and
currently serve as president of the board of directors for Legal
Aid of Cambodia - an organization dedicated to meeting the
legal needs of Cambodia'.s rural poor. In an effort to integrate
this work into my research and teaching, I plan on putting
together a seminar devoted to Cambodian law and development
issues and devising ways for Michigan law students to engage in
supervised research projects that would provide assistance to
organizations working in Cambodia. This past summer, three
Michigan law students worked as interns for Legal Aid of
Cambodia, making valuable contributions to the organization.
As I write this, I am preparing to travel to Cambodia to
continue this work. The goal is to combine teaching, research
and public service in the kind of way that I find most satisfying:
teachers continuing their own education and sharing it with
students; students learning and improving their own skills,
whether in the legal or academic arenas; and the two efforts
combining in a way that helps people who might not otherwise
get help. Who could ask for more?
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Assistant
Professor of Law
"No interest is good unless it must vest, if at all, not
later than 21 years after some life in being at the creation of the
interest." Although I teach the Rule Against Perpetuities and use
the Socratic method, I try to infuse Property Law classes with the
drama of current disputes in the field. Debates over takings
doctrine, zoning powers, environmental protection, and housing
policy make for lively classroom exchange. The courses I teach Poperty law, International Law, and a seminar called "From Marx
to Markets" - touch on my main academic concerns: How does
a country create private property? What property rights are
essential for well-functioning markets?
Over the past decade, I have worked with governments in a
dozen countries to help create land and housing markets. In Latin
America, I worked for USAID to bring basic infrastructure to
shantytown communities. In Bangladesh for the Ford Foundation,
I researched how funds flow out from the central government and
down into poor communities. While at the World Bank from
1990 to 1994, I helped develop a methodology that shows
quantitatively the effect that government policies have on land
and housing markets - in brief, housing policy matters more
than policy-makers realize. During my years at the Bank, as an
"agent of international monopoly capitalism," I also worked in
Albania, Armenia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Russia
developing the legal framework for real property rights.
This practical experience motivates my current research which focuses on the creation of private property in the move
from socialism to capitalism. Working with reforming
governments, I saw that standard western property theory has
some surprising gaps. Our property law - developed over

John H. Jackson,

J.D. University of Michigan
Law School, A.B. Princeton,
Hessel £ . Yntema Professor of Law

"Michael Heller has an
extraordinary, lively mind and
has greatly enhanced our
international program with his
lively teaching and his efforts
in directing the International
Law Workshop series of
lectures. He is a welcome
new colleague!"
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centuries in response to historical peculiarities - does not offer
much useful guidance for rapidly emerging property markets.
When I was working in Moscow, a senior Russian official called
my attention to a puzzle: privatization of some state-owned assets
such as apartments was quickly creating private markets;
privatization of other assets such as commercial space created
mostly empty storefronts. What could the Russians do to help
new entrepreneurs move out of their cold street kiosks and into
retail stores? How do you create secure rights in real property?
I hope my research can help plug some of the gaps in property
theory and offer some useful advice for transition reformers.
My first article uses the transition experience as an accidental
laboratory for thinking about property Property theory does not
explain a range of strange phenomena - such as empty
storefronts in shopping-deprived Moscow - that have emerged
during the early years of transition. Understanding these
phenomena requires going back to the basics of property: the
starting point of transition and end point toward which market
reformers aim. I use the example of empty storefronts to illustrate
what I call anticommons property, a type of property where
multiple "owners" each hold a few sticks in the property rights
bundle. More concretely, as to a single piece of commercial real
estate, rights to sell may be divided among several local
government agencies and enterprises; rights to receive the revenue
from the sale given to other owners; rights to lease, to receive
lease revenue, to occupy, and to determine use given to yet more
owners. The tragedy of the anticommons emerges when
privatization creates excessive rights of exclusion - owners of
storefronts hold on to their initial endowment of property sticks,
each excluding use by the others, and end up wasting the
resource. In other words, if property rights are split up too much
ex ante, people may not be able to bargain ex post to reassemble
those rights into useable property
The article has three main punch lines: First, the standard
theories do not well describe the starting point for transition:
what comes before private property? Second, theory does not well
describe the available end points of property: what happens when
property rights are oddly bundled during the transition? Third,
the article concludes that the particulars of bundling property
rights matters more than has been recognized in property theory
and transition practice.
A second project that I am working on concerns poster law.
Students place tens of thousands of posters around the Law
School each year: in staircases, on walls, and on bulletin boards.
Rarely, however, have formal disputes about postering arisen.
Students know how far to go - and go no farther despite
numerous avenues for postering deviance: plastering, blizzarding,
mega-signs, or door posting. How do the informal norms and
formal law of postering interact? Is poster law efficient? Is it just?
What is the cutting edge of poster law? I would appreciate
recollections of postering experiences from alumni posterers.

Elizabeth Provencio,
Third-Year Law Student

"Professor Heller's method of
drawing on the talents and
experiences of his students
adds the necessary dimension
to the classroom that fosters
critical thought and effective
advocacy. He challenges
students to move beyond the
limits of their own experience
by encouraging diversity of
thought and the inclusion of
perspectives from all groups of
people. Not one to discourage
debate, he has no qualms
about admitting his own
limitations and lack of
experience. His teaching

Michael A. Heller, J.D.
Stanford, A.B. Harvard

awards (including the sidewalk
chalk bestowed upon him by
his first-year section) reflect
the unique and powerful
impact Professor Heller has
on his students."
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Roderick M. Hills, Jr.
Assistant
Professor of Law

David Mendel,
Third-Year Law Student

"Professor Hills brings
incredible energy to every
aspect of his job. In class, he
creates a highly charged
intellectual atmosphere.
I appreciate the fact that he
asks questions for which
he does not have set answers.
Although this approach makes
for humbling exams, his
students know that he is
genuinely interested in their
ideas. In addition, as judicial
clerkship advisor for the class

My three greatest areas of scholarly interest are in

of '97, Professor Hills really
has made a great effort to

Roderick M. Hills, Jr., J.D.,
B.A. Yale

encourage students to apply for
clerkships and to help them
strategize about the
application process."
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local government law, land-use controls, and constitutional law
(the last with a strong emphasis on constitutional federalism and
intergovernmental relations). It is not immediately obvious to
many people that these three topics have a lot in common, but
I tend to think of them really as a single topic. All three involve
the question of territorially based self-government: how can a
community give one subgroup of persons within the community
special powers over a piece of territory while simultaneously
preserving the community's control over the same piece of
territory? How should such powers be divided up between
community and subgroup?
My current research revolves around this central question
about the arterial allocation of powers. One currently unsettled
issue of constitutional law is the degree to which the national
government can order state and local governments to implement

national law. The issue is practically and theoretically important,
for it defines the terms under which intergovernmental relations
- so-called "cooperative federalism" - takes place between
different levels of government. In dozens of regulatory schemes
ranging from the Clean Air Act to the Occupational Safety and
Health Act, the national government uses states to implement
national law. To what extent can the national government
unconditionally demand such services from the states? In 1992,
the U.S. Supreme Court held by a bare majority that the
national government could not impose such unconditional
mandates on the states. But the meaning and scope of this
prohibition is up for grabs: for instance, the Court already has
granted certiorari to decide whether the Congress can force local
law enforcement officers to implement the Brady Act, a statute
regulating the ownership of firearms.
I think that some light can be shed upon this problem by
examining it in light of the literature from transaction costs
economics and constitutional theory on how to allocate property
rights in private entitlements like land use. In land use law,
the government can sometimes demand private action
unconditionally and sometimes can demand such action only
upon payment of 'just compensation": in an eminent domain
proceeding. A rich and detailed economic and constitutional
literature discusses the practical advantages and disadvantages
of each method of transferring control over land use,
considering the risk of "holdouts," the costs of bargaining,
the courts' ability to calculate "just compensation," etc.
I am interested in exploring the degree to which these sorts
of issues are reproduced in, and might help to resolve, disputes
about whether the national government can "commandeer" the
regulatory processes of the states. Does Congress need to
commandeer the state's regulatory processes as a practical
matter? What are the risks that useful schemes of "cooperative
federalism" will be derailed by state "holdouts"? Should the
national government be barred from "commandeering" the
states' regulatory processes unconditionally, or should Congress,
at least in some cases, be able to require state implementation of
national law, just so long as Congress pays compensation for
such use? If Congress can have some sort of "eminent domain"
power to impose funded mandates upon the states, then how
should one go about measuring 'just compensation"? These
sorts of issues are endemic to land use, but I suspect that they
are also at the core of this constitutional struggle over Congress'
power to use the states.
I am also conducting research on the state laws that govern
the incorporation of municipalities. One goal of such laws is to
create voting communities with common interests and to protect
persons from being improperly included within a municipality
so that such persons are not forced into municipalities where
they will be consistently outvoted by a majority with differing
views or interests. But what about wrongful exclusion? Should
there be limits on the degree to which new municipalities can be
formed to exclude low-income persons from the new municipal
boundaries and, thus, its voting population, tax base, and range

of public benefits? In exploring this question of wrongful
exclusion, I am examining other areas of law (e.g., the formation
of collective bargaining units in labor law), the theory of voting
rights, and constitutional doctrines governing the formation of
electoral districts.
Finally, in addition to these questions of federalism and local
government, I am also working on an essay examining the
meaning of the [U. S. Supreme] Courts recent decision in Evans
v. Romer. In Romer, the court held unconstitutional a Colorado
state constitutional provision, "Amendment 2," barring the state
from creating or enforcing claims of discrimination based on gay
or lesbian orientation or conduct. I had helped to draft the
plaintiff-respondents' brief urging the Court to overturn
Amendment 2. But I remain uncertain about the implications of
the favorable decision that we received. In particular, I am
interested in exploring the Courts apparent contention that
Amendment 2s breadth - its elimination of all laws protecting
gay and lesbian persons from public or private discrimination suggests an improper purpose of "animosity." This relationship
between breadth and improper legislative purpose might shed
some light on some important legal questions - for instance,
the proper construction of state law in the context of a facial
challenge or the specific meaning of terms like "animosity" or
"private bias" in equal protection jurisprudence.

Thomas E. Kauper,
].D., A.B. University of Michigan,
Henry M. Butzel Professor of Law

"Rick Hills is a young person
whose contributions to the Law
School have already greatly
exceeded his years. His keen
intelligence, enthusiasm,
energy and spontaneity in the
classroom, his dedicated and
highly successful efforts in
assisting students in their quest
for clerkships, and his
engagement with the faculty at
large have won him the respect
and admiration of everyone in
the Law School community. We
are proud of him and of our
own collective wisdom in
bringing this warm and caring
young man to the faculty."
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Assistant
Professor of Law

Kyle D. Logue,
J.D. Yale, B.A. Auburn

Most of my teaching and research efforts are

Kent D. Syvemd,
].D., M.A. University of Michigan,

B.S.ES. Georgetown,
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
and Professor of Law

"I am excited about Kyle's scholarship

because his combined research expertise
in tax and in insurance issues make his
conclusions uniquely insightful and valuable
for public policy. Kyle also is a spectacular
teacher and likely to become one of the
country's premier scholars in his fields."
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currently spent in two general fields of law - taxation and
insurance. Which raises an interesting question: Why would a
rational person decide to devote a good portion of his academic
career to areas of law that many people - lawyers and
nonlawyers alike - find painfully boring and unreasonably
complicated? The tax and insurance lawyers in the audience, of
course, already know the answer - that taxation and insurance
are exceptionally interesting topics and that, if one wants to
understand how the real world works (in particular, the world
of commerce), one must understand how the existence of taxes
and insurance shape things. To provide a clearer picture of what
I find interesting and important in these areas, let me briefly
summarize three of my recent research projects.
The first, an article that appeared in the March 1996 issue of
the Michigan Law Review, is a theoretical piece that addresses the
following question: Assuming a decision has been made to
change the tax laws in a particular way (for example, to repeal a
whole slew of income tax deductions and exclusions in an effort
to simplify the Internal Revenue Code), what should be done
about the potential transition effects of the change? The problem

is that some taxpayers will inevitably have made investments in
reliance on the prior law and will therefore stand to suffer a
financial loss if the new law is applied to investments made
before the transition. Should those taxpayers who so relied be
protected by some form of transition relief, perhaps a
grandfathered effective date that prevents the new law from
applying to pre-transition investments? Or should such losses
be left where they fall, on the theory that those taxpayers who
make investments in reliance on such provisions should
(and should be induced to) take into account the possibility that
their cherished deduction or exclusion will someday be
eliminated? This is an especially important topic in today's
political climate with its frequent calls for radical tax reform including the outright repeal of the Internal Revenue Code lock,
stock, and barrel.
Applying standard economic analysis, I conclude in the
Michigan article (Ed. note: which the U.S. Supreme Court cited
onjuly 1 in U.S. v. Winstar, No. 95-865, 1996 U.S. Lexis 4266,
n. 29), that with certain types of tax provisions it may often be
efficient to provide guaranteed grandfather protection in the
event of repeal. Such provisions would consist of those that
induce detrimental reliance on the part of taxpayers, that is,
decisions by taxpayers to increase their level of investment in
some socially desirable activity. An example might be an
incentive tax credit. I also conclude, however, that certain types
of tax changes probably should not give rise to automatic
grandfathering. That category would include corrections of
obvious legislative errors as well as small changes in the income
tax rates. Although my argument has its limitations (not the
least of which being, for example, the difficulty of drawing an
administrable line between "obvious legislative errors" and other
tax-law changes), it provides a theoretical framework with
which we can begin the difficult job of making hard decisions
in this area.
Switching from taxes to insurance, I spent much of this past
summer working on an article with Professor Steven P Croley
(a colleague here at Michigan) in which we explore one of the
fundamental issues of insurance regulation: What is the optimal
level at which to regulate insurance - state or federal? Our
interest in this question was aroused, at least initially, by the
remarkable fact that, of all the heavily regulated industries in
this country, insurance is the only one regulated almost
exclusively at the state level, with the possible exception of
certain types of public utilities (such as water) that are also
regulated primarily at the state or local level. Our study focuses
on solvency regulation and rate regulation in insurance markets;
and it explores the overlaps between the market failures that
give rise to the need for regulation in the insurance industry and
those that give rise to the need for regulation in other areas,
such as banking, securities, and public utilities.

Finally, I consider one project that contains issues of both
insurance regulation and tax law. In an article that will appear in
a forthcoming issue of the Virginia Law Review, I examine the
extent to which the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA), and
accounting decisions made by insurance companies in
anticipation of that Act, might have influenced the pricing and
availability of certain lines of property-casualty insurance during
the mid-1980s. That paper looks back at the much-writtenupon "liability insurance crisis," the period when liability
insurance premiums went through the roof and when certain
types of coverage temporarily were unavailable, and it reexamines the prevailing theories of the crisis in light of a
previously unexplored tax-arbitrage opportunity that was
presented to insurance companies as a result of the TRA. I
conclude by offering a composite explanation of the crisis that
builds on previous theories but that incorporates the effects of
tax law and tax-law changes on insurance markets.
These three projects address the types of issues, normative
and empirical, that I find intriguing in the study of taxation and
insurance - or, for that matter, any other area of law. What's
more, contrary to what you might think, I do not carry any
mechanical pencils in my shirtpocket.

Steve Seeger
Third-Year Law Student

"Kyle Logue offers everything
a student could want in a
professor: enthusiasm, expertise,
clarity and accessibility.

He creates a dynamic (and
delightfully amusing) classroom
setting, which yields both an
optimal learning environment
and an exceptional rapport
with his students."
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Andrea D. Lyon
Clinical Assistant
Professor of Law

Yale Kamisar,
LLB. Columbia,
A.B. New York University,
Clarence Darrow Distinguished
University Professor of Law

"Because of her tremendously
rich experience 'fighting in the
trenches,' Andrea Lyon will
contribute greatly to the U-M
Law School community. Before
founding and directing the
Illinois Capital Resource
Center, Andrea spent a decade
and a half in the office of the
Cook County Public Defender,
where she supervised more
than twenty lawyers and did
an outstanding job in the 130
homicide cases she personally
tried. In addition, Andrea
wrote the Illinois Death

Penalty Defense Manual. No
one aware of Andreas many

I have been a criminal defense attorney, and more
Andrea D. Lyon, J.D.,
Antioch School of Law,
B.A. Rutgers

contributions to the criminal
justice system was surprised
when last year she received the
Reginald Heber
Smith Award
honoring outstanding
achievements and
dedicated service
of a lawyer working
as a public defender
or legal aid attorney. "
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specifically a public defender, my entire professional life.
When I joined the clinical faculty here, I brought with me a
predilection for the defense of the underdog, and the true
believers commitment to the ideas in our Constitution that
characterize the best of the profession. I also hope that I can
teach others to care deeply about the things that move me.
They are not just skill, preparation, imagination and the drive
you need to coalesce them, although I do not mean to denigrate
the importance of any of these and spend a great deal of time
teaching them. But of greater importance, it is learning to
represent your client with objectivity and compassion. It is the
sense that the words "equal justice under the law" are not
merely words, but a living, breathing reality. They live because
we made them breathe, because we fight for the ideal as well as
the individual, and because we speak when others may not
or cannot.

The primary focus of my professional and intellectual life has
been defending death penalty cases, both as a "line" public
defender and member of the Homicide Task Force in the Cook
County Public Defenders Office, then as its chief, and then as
the first director of the Illinois Capital Resource Center, which
represented the death row inmates throughout the state of
Illinois on collateral review. I have spent a lot of time looking at
how the jurisprudence of capital cases drives the criminal justice
system, and more particularly, how it does so in the complex
context of federal habeas corpus. In one article I wrote I discuss
one of the unintended consequences of the United States
Supreme Courts ever-tightening restrictions on access to the
great writ. In order for a state prisoner to challenge his
conviction and/or sentence in federal court, he must have
"exhausted" state remedies. In simple terms, he must have given
the state the chance to right the constitutional wrong first.
This used to mean that a defendant had to have pled his
constitutional claim, in federal terms, in state court. Then it
became more restrictive and required the presentation of all facts
to the state court. In other words, if you didn't ask the right
question in state court, you can't ask it later in federal court
unless you could show both "cause and prejudice". In other
words, at the time I wrote the article, you had to show that you
had a good reason (like the state hid the evidence from you, for
example) and that it would have made a difference to the
conviction and/or the sentence. This is a hard standard to meet,
but this years Congress has made it even harder. Now if you
don't say everything there is to say in state court you have to not
only show cause, you have to show innocence of the crime. The
intended (and actual) effect of these changes is to make it harder
for a state prisoner to get relief in federal court. But the
unintended and very real consequence is to increase the length,
complexity and expense of capital cases at the trial level. For
who would want to chance not making an objection, asking for
a hearing or presenting evidence which might one day save her
clients life? And who would not investigate prosecutorial
misconduct, for example, even with no strong basis to do so, for
fear that should it later turn out to have occurred, it is forever
waived and her client might be executed with no federal review
on the merits?
Perhaps now it is clearer why the belief in the ideal of justice,
and the perfectibility of a system of justice motivates me, and I
hope those I teach. After all, if we are going to be pushing such
a large stone up such a steep hill, we must believe the top is
worth reaching.

Liquita F. Lewis
Third-Year Law Student

"Professor Lyon is an excellent
addition to this law school.
She has the unique ability to
teach her students how to mold
their individual personalities,
talents, and idiosyncrasies into
effective trial advocacy.
More importantly, she is a
dedicated, caring person who
tirelessly gives her all to her
family, her clients, her
colleagues and her students."
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Deborah C. Malamud
Assistant
Professor of Law

I came to law teaching at Michigan after two
clerkships (federal district court and U.S. Supreme Court) and
four years in union-side labor practice in Washington, D.C.
That sounds like a perfectly traditional entry route. But in reality,
my pathway was less traditional: it began with an undergraduate
major in religion and several years of graduate study in
anthropology: The link among law, anthropology, and religion is
that they all are routes of access into a people's most
fundamental debates about its identity and values. I chose law
because of its activist stance on matters of social justice, and
became fascinated by the societal implications of the law's
interventions (or its failures to intervene) in debates on class,
race, and ethnicity in American society. It was obvious to me
when I went to law school that civil rights and labor would be
where all of my interests would meet, and I was right. Both are

Theodore J. St. Antoine,
].D. University of Michigan
Law School, A.B. Fordham College,
James E. and Sarah A. Degan
Professor of Law and former
dean of the Law School

"It took the faculty a dozen
years to find someone good
enough to succeed Harry
Edwards in labor and
employment law. Deborah
Malamud was worth the wait.
She has everything that makes
Deborah C. Malamud,

J.D. University of Chicago,
B.A. Wesleyan University

for a great teacher and scholar:
a love of ideas, a genuine
affection for students, a
personal point of view -

and

the courage to take positions
that none of her various
constituencies will necessarily
applaud."
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fields through which all of us, in our daily lives, send and
receive powerful messages about whose views and interests
count in America. What I was less able to predict was how
fascinating I would find the law outside of my specific areas
of interest.
In my first article, "The Last Minuet: Disparate Treatment
After Hicks" (Michigan Law Review, August 1995), I reexamined
the long-established three-step procedure for proving intentional
discrimination in individual cases in the aftermath of a muchcriticized conservative Supreme Court decision. I concluded that
the Court had reached the correct conclusion, in light of
unresolved tensions in the procedures rationale. Those tensions
are reflected in the actual practice of the district courts in
summary judgment cases: the district courts recite the official
procedure but the best of them struggle to break out of the
procedure and approach the cases holistically when the
procedure impedes a full understanding of the facts.
I concluded that plaintiffs are often hurt by rigid adherence to
the procedure, and that abandoning it in favor of open-ended
factfinding would be the best course both for them and for the
coherency of the law.
My second and third articles deal with the issue of class. Our
legal system deals explicitly with race, gender, ethnicity, religion,
national origin, disability - but class is not a recognized
category in American law. That may soon change. Race-based
affirmative action is under attack in this society, and it has
become popular to suggest that class-based affirmative action
ought to take its place. In my second article, "Class-Based
Affirmative Action: Lessons and Caveats," in the June 1996 issue
of the Texas Law Review (and excerpted beginning on page 61
in this issue of Law Quadrangle Notes), I examine what it would
mean for the legal system to define "class" for purposes of a
program of class-based affirmative action. On the empiricallygrounded assumption that programs of class-based affirmative
action would be of little help to those at the bottom of the
American socioeconomic hierarchy, I review relevant literatures
from the social sciences and humanities and discuss what they
reveal about the complexity of defining and measuring class,
particularly when lines must be drawn within the middle
classes. I express (and defend) the fear that the government
would likely opt for an over-simplified model that would, in
particular, fail to capture the complex interactions among class,
race and gender in American society:
My third article returns to the issue of class and the law, and
examines a concrete historical instance of legal class linedrawing: the exemption from the overtime requirements of the
Fair Labor Standards Act for "executive, administrative, and
professional" employees. The article will look at the origins of

the FLSA "white-collar exemptions" (as they are often wrongly
called) in the National Recovery Administration, and will situate
them in the context of the debates of the time on whether there
is a meaningful difference between blue-collar and white-collar
work, and on where the line between routine and upper-level
white collar work ought to be drawn. The broader project is to
examine the enterprise of governmental class definition itself:
to ask whether the government was attempting simply to mirror
the societal consensus on these issues, to model the "best"
academic thinking of the day, or to reach an independent
judgment on questions of occupational classification.
I have the good fortune to be teaching in my core areas of
academic interest: I teach courses in Labor Law, Employment
Discrimination, and Individual Employee Relations (a survey
course of other aspects of employment law), and seminars on
labor law and policy, anthropological perspectives on race, class
and ethnicity, and Supreme Court decisionmaking. I love
teaching Michigan students, and I consider it a privilege to be a
part of our students' professional decisionmaking, both by
sharing my own enthusiasm for the field of labor and civil rights
and, most important, by helping them ask the right questions
about themselves and about legal practice.

Jessica IJnd,
Final-Year Studentj.D./M.P.P.
Program

"In addition to a keen intellect,
Professor Malamud brings
enthusiasm and humor to her
teaching. Her enthusiasm for
employment law is contagious,
and her students develop a
genuine excitement for this
challenging area of law.
Outside the classroom, no
professor is more willing to
counsel students in both the
professional and personal
realm. Her advice is insightful,
honest and sensible. Professor
Malamud has been a true
inspiration to me as well as
many other students who have
been fortunate enough to sit in
her classroom"
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Nicholas J. Rine
Clinical Assistant
Professor of Law

With each year that I'm here pretending to be a clinical
teacher, two separate things become more and more striking.
The first is that nobody has yet found out that I don't know
what the hell I'm doing as a teacher. (Or, at least, nobody has
squealed yet to whoever it is - if anyone - that runs this
place). The second is that the most important things that the
students get out of any law school course - clinical or
otherwise - are those things that are self-taught.

Freeman Farrow,
Third-Year Law Student

"Nick is very honest,
straighiforward and easy to
talk with. He helps you see
more realistically that often
what you want to do and what
the law allows are not the
same. He's demanding but not
unreasonably so because he's
such a keen assessor of
students' abilities. And he's
accessible day or night, comes
to student events because he's
interested, and particularly
contributes to and supports
efforts to make this Law School
a good place to be no matter
what your background."

Nicholas J. Rine,
J.D., B.A. Wayne State
University
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A part of what we offer the students the opportunity to learn
in a clinic is skills training. Hopefully that means training in the
simpler things like anticipating evidentiary problems or
differences in approach between direct and cross examination.
But it also means addressing much more sophisticated
communications issues. Good trial lawyers, for example,
understand that the dynamic of questioning a witness actually
consists of multiple simultaneous communications with different
audiences: jury, judge, witness, appellate record, all at the same
time. In one short term, our students don't learn all of the
nuances of controlling that dynamic, but all of them get a start
and some of them get a good ways down the road.
Beyond trial or negotiation or interviewing skills, though, the
more important things we have to offer to students are
opportunities to learn how to handle that volatile intersection
between the classroom world of legal theory and the real world
of human behavior. And the clinics are most valuable to the
students when we've done that in an atmosphere of safety and
support so that students leave telling themselves: "I know I can
handle this."
The range of ethical and professional issues that we have to
help the students address is always changing with the cases that
make up our current docket. But the most important thing that
students get to teach themselves is advocacy. No legal "issue" can
possibly be understood in all its complexity unless it has
attached to it the faces and voices of living, breathing, worrying
(and sometimes crazy) people. Approaching those peoples
problems from an advocacy perspective may be the most
difficult adjustment for students coming into the clinic. Partly
thats because the classroom perspective is so different; partly its
because representing another persons interests is always a
daunting experience. Clients, after all, are what define lawyers.
Thats so even when those clients are completely irresponsible
liars for whom a lawyer has to work real hard in order to call up
the least bit of personal sympathy. (And we always have a few of
those around the clinic, as well as the other, more likable, kind.)
The best part of what I do is getting to work each term with a
whole new set of professional colleagues as each new group of
student-lawyers comes into the clinic. That's because each term I
get to sit back and watch another group of smart, interesting
people teach themselves to stop thinking like students and start
acting like lawyers. The second best part of what I do is that
(unlike the courtroom) I can say anything I think, even where it
gives fits to the editors of Law Quadrangle Notes in trying to
make this sound respectable.

Paul D. Reingold,
J.D. Boston University,
B.A. Amherst College,
Director, Clinical Office and
Clinical Professor of Law

"Nick is a savvy, street-smart
lawyer who manages to
combine a dead-on sense of
people with an equally keen
sense of justice. His judgment
and his directness make Nick a
favorite sounding board for
faculty and students alike, and
he never says no when people
need help."

(Ed. Note: Rine may make light of sounding respectable, but he
certainly sounds good to Law School students. Last year they awarded
him, along with Assistant Professor Steve Croley, their L. Hart Wright
Award for teaching excellence.)
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Legal Practice
Program Director
and Clinical Assistant
Professor of Law

When I was asked to write about what I do, why I do it,
and why I like it, it struck me that I have one of the best jobs in
this law school. As a Legal Practice Professor, I spend most of
my time meeting with students and reviewing the papers and
assignments they prepare for my class. Often I am asked how
I ever can get any "real work" accomplished when the majority
of my time is spent seeing students or evaluating their papers.
I can only reply that my "real work" is to help students develop
the skills they will need to become effective lawyers, and the

Edward A.G. Wigglesworth,
First-Year Law Student

"Professor Tonner'.s experience as an attorney
is very beneficial in Legal Practice. Her

ability to relate the various assignments to
specific problems and issues she has
encountered prevent the course from being
too abstract or theoretical."
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Grace C. Tonner,
J.D. Loyola, B.A. California
State University, Long Beach

only way I can accomplish that task is to spend a great deal of
time working on a one-to-one basis with students, either by
providing written comments on their papers or by meeting with
them in student conferences. That is what makes the Legal
Practice course different from many other Law School classes,
and that is why I love what I do.
I have taught legal writing, research, and legal reasoning over
the past 17 years in a variety of ways, and each year I am more
and more convinced that I can find a better way to teach this
course so that students will be better prepared to tackle the
practice of law. The practice of law is a constantly evolving
enterprise, and I must stay abreast of the changes in the practice
so my students will be able to handle the challenges that await
them. That means that I stay in touch with practicing lawyers
and occasionally practice myself. My area of practice has been
insurance litigation and coverage - an area many lawyers find
arcane and unreasonably complicated - but I am constantly
intrigued by how much I learn from every new case I handle.
I have learned about environmental issues and construction
methods and I have learned how to educate myself on almost
any topic. It is this process of self-education that has kept me
excited about my work as a lawyer. And it is my hope that I can
convey to my students that the law offers them a lifetime of
learning, which will help them find enjoyment in their careers
as lawyers.
However, I do not believe that my students will enjoy their
careers unless they learn the fundamental skills that all wellprepared lawyers should possess. Along with legal reasoning,
legal research, and legal writing skills, my students need to
know how to economically and ethically handle the problems
their clients will some day bring to them. That means that they
have to be thoughtful about not only how to accomplish their
clients' goals, but also to do so in an efficient, economical, and
ethical manner. While I know that I cannot teach them
everything they will need to know as practicing lawyers, at least
I can introduce them to the basic skills they will need and give
them the tools they will need to teach and improve themselves
throughout their careers.
So it is this constant striving for the perfect way to teach
these essential skills that keeps me involved in teaching the
Legal Practice course. I am realistic enough to know that I may
never achieve my goal, but along the way I have the pleasure of
working with enthusiastic, bright, and motivated first-year
students and they make the hours of grading and evaluating
worth it. Watching their progress throughout the year is very
rewarding and it keeps me coming back for more.

Richard H. Pildes,
j.D. Harvard; A.B. Princeton,
Professor of Law

"Michigan is embarking on one
of the most significant
innovations in the first-year
teaching of legal practice skills,
particularly legal writing, that
any major law school has
undertaken in years. Grace
has both the professional
experience and personal
qualities to lead this
transformation. In her first
year here, she succeeded in
hiring a staff of eight full-time
Legal Practice Professors who
possess an extraordinary range
of skills; this year, Grace and
her staff will get the new
program off the ground and
running. Grace understands
the varied demands of
contemporary legal practice
and the difficulties students
confront in learning to write
persuasively. Through her role
here, Michigan students should
become far more effective at
entering the profession with
well-justified confidence in
their abilities to write
effectively."
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